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Pre fact 

The NE Experiment Station case analyses section in this 

report draws heavily from a machinery analysis compiled by David 

Becker and Kellie Koehne. Research leading to this report was 

supported by the SDSU Agricultural Experiment Station and by U.S. 

Department of Agriculture LISA Grant LI-88-12. 

Thanks are expressed to Professors Thomas Dobbs and James 

Smolik for reviewing this manuscript. The author is responsible 
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Analysis of Effects of Machinery Costs on Relative Profitability 
of Different Farming Systems 

by 

Lon D. Henning 

Introduction 

The purpose of this analysis is to examine machinery costs 

and utilization for different farming systems and how each system 

is affected by such factors as crop diversificatiori, soil tilth, 

timing of operations, and economies of size. 

The analysis is based on data collected at two different 

geographical areas in South Dakota. The first site is the South 

Dakota State University (SOSU) Northeast Research Station, north 

of Watertown, S.D •• This farm is located in the tranaition area 

between the region where the primary rotation consist• of corn 

and soybea~s and the region where small grains predominate in 

rotations. Two different studies were conducted to represent 

different cropping patterns. Farming Systems Study I (FSSI) 

emphasized row crops and included Alternative, Conventional, and 

Ridge Till rotations. No commercial fertilizer• or pesticide• 

were used in the Alternative system. The Conventional and Ridge 

Till systems used fertilizers and herbicides at application rates 

that were recommended by the SOSU Plant Science Department. 

Farming Systems Study II (FSSII) emphasized small grains and 

included Alternative, Conventional, and Minimum Till system&. 
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once again, no commercial fertilizers or pesticides were used for 

the Alternative system, and the Conventional and Minimum Till 

systems used fertilizers and pesticides at rates recommended by 

the SDSU Plant Science Department. 1 

The other site of data collection is a matched pair of east

central South Dakota Alternative and Conventional farms. The 

Conventional farm follows a corn-soybean rotation and the 

Alternative farm until recently has followed a 4-year rotation 

consisting of small grain overseeded with alfalfa-alfalfa

soybeans-corn. The Alternative farm uses no purchased chemical 

fertilizer or herbicide inputs, but rather relies on its crop 

rotation to meet fertility needs and pest control. These two 

farms have different machinery inventories to fit their different 

farming systems. 

For this analysis, we examined a "normalized" situation for 

the Northeast Station systems and a "typical" year for the 

Madison farms. For the Northeast Station, we derived "typical" 

machine operations from 1986-1992 "cultural practices" tables. 

From these tables, average machine operations were calculated for 

the 7-year period. We then decided what to include in the 

"normalized" budgets. Some of· the machine operations averaged 

out to lesa than .s operations a year, but were included ~n the 

normalized budget if they were operations that were adopted in 

the later years of the study and were considered to be the most 

1A forthcoming bulletin by Smolik, et al (1993) will contain 
more details on these cropping systems. 
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effective machine operations. 

Annex Tables A-1 and A-2 list the "typical" machine 

operations in FSSI and FSSII, respectively. These "typical" 

machine operations were then used to generate machinery budgets, 

which became a component of our "normalized" Northeast Station 

budgets. These budgets were based on average yields, average 

herbicide use, average crop prices, average deficiency payments, 

average fertilizer use, etc. The normalized budgets used current 

(1992) prices for all of the inputs. Crop acres were allocated 

using percentages calculated for the Northeast Research Station 

studies and multiplying these percentages by 800 acres (the 

number of crop acres in the normalized budgets). 

A different approach was used for the Madison farms. 

Economic performance was averaged for the 1985-1992 a-year 

period. Each year's economic performance was then compared to 

the average economic performance. Once a year was found that 

compared favorably in terms of economic performance, it was then 

examined to make sure that the weather patterns of that year were 

also relatively "typical", having no extremes of temperature or 

moisture. The 1991 crop year compared most favorably in both the 

economic and climatic aspects, so 1991 was designated as the 

"typical" year for the Madison farms. 
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1.1. Experiment station case Analyses 

overview of Machinery Use an4 Costa 

The normalized budgets for the Northeast Station were used 

to examine the possibility of some differences in the fixed, 

variable, and total costs for the three types of farming systems 

and related tillage practices. These differences may be 

attributed in part to different machinery requirements due to the 

machine operations scheduled for each type of system and tillage 

practice. Agronomic factors such as soil tilth may also be 

affected by the type of system ·that is used. The Alternative 

system is assumed to have a positive effect on soil tilth, which 

may reduce the amount of horsepower required for the tillage 

operations. These reduced horsepower requirements could result 

in lower fuel costs. 

To study the effects of these possibilities, we have to 

determine .. how the fixed, variable, and total costs are affected 

by changes in fuel cost and depreciation costs. Table 1 gives a 

baseline value for .direct cost, gross income, and various net 

return values at the Northeast Research Station. 2 One of the 

values that we are interested in is the direct (variable) cost. 

For this analysis, direct costs are influenced in part by changes 

in the fuel costs. Total costs will change with change• in both 

depreciation and fuel costs, among other things. Table 2 shows 

2More detailed results over the 1986-1992 period at the 
Northeast Research Station can be found in Dobbs (1993) and in 
Smolik, et al (1993). 
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Table 1. iitsul ts of Fanni"9 Syst ... Analyses Baaed upon the Nonnalizlcl Budgets tor the Northeast Research 
Station 

Ool larslAcre 
-------:---Net Income Over------------

Direct IJhole Farm, 
Costs All Costa All Costa Net Income 
Other Except Land, Except All Costs Over All 
Than Gross Labor, and Land and Except coau Excert 

Sys tell" Labor I ncOllle "4anagement l4anage1119nt 14anageaient "4anagm.nt 
($) 

Farming S~stems St!:!tx I 
1. Alternative Coata-

alfalfa-aoybeana-corn> 45 159 82 69 43 34, 138 

2. Conventional (corn-
soybeans·•· wheat) 63 157 62 52 26 20,926 

3. Ridge Till (corn• 
soybeana-1. wheat) 69 144 44 35 9 6,948 

Fa rm i ng s:a t !!!!§ S t!:!tx I I 
1. Alternative Coats·clover· 

soyi:leans·a.wheat) 31 105 51 42 16 12,487 

2. Conventional (soybeans-
s. wheat·barley) so 131 50 ~ 14 ,, • 107 

3. "4iniJ!U19 Till Csoybeana· 
a. wheat-barley) 60 120 32 23 -3 -Z,71.a 

·crops are at101on in the order in which they occur in eacn rotation. 

"For fan1 with 800 tillable acres. 

Table 2. costs for Farming Systems Study at NE Research Station 
Near Watertown. SD. 8 

Total Cost Total De121 Total Fuel 
FSSI: 
Alt $93,445 $13,451 $3,710 

Conv $104,387 $12,866 $3,315 

RT $108,219 $12,744 $3,215 

FSSII: 
Alt $71,168 $9,740 $2,612 

Conv $93' 867_ $12,897 $3,504 

MT $98,877 $11,750 $2,909 

8 For farm with 800 tillable acres. 
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total, depreciation, and fuel costs for FSSI and FSSII. 

Total normalized costs for FSSI based on an 800-acre farm 

were as follows: Alternative - $93,445; Conventional - $104,387; 

and Ridge Till - $108,219. The total costs for the Conventional 

and Ridge Till systems were substantially greater than the total 

cost for the Alternative system. Most of this higher cost can be 

attributed to the use of commercial fertilizers and pesticides. 

These commercial inputs contributed as much as $37/acre to the 

spring wheat crop in the Ridge Till system, for example. Total 

cost has two components: fixed costs and variable costs. For 

this machinery analysis, depreciation (one of the fixed) and fuel 

(one of the variable) costs will be compared between the 

different systems, as will their role in the total cost of each 

system. 

Depreciation costs for each system in FSSI were: 

Alternative - $13,451; Conventional - $12,866; and Ridge Till -

$12,744. For this study, we assume that machinery needed for the 

farming systems will be fully utilized due (if necessary) to 

shared use with relatives or neighbors. 

Another way to compare depreciation cost between the three 

systems of FSSI is to look at depreciation cost as a percentage 

of total cost for each system. These percentages rank in the 

same order as the depreciation costs, with Alternative, . 

Conventional, and Ridge Till having percentages of 14.4%, 12.3%, 

and 11.8%, respectively. 
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The fuel cost followed the same pattern as the depreciation 

costs. The Alternative system in FSSI had the highest fuel cost, 

at $3,710. The Conventional system had a fuel cost of $3,315 and 

the Ridge Till was only slightly lower, at $3,215. The high fuel 

cost for the Alternative system may be due to the Alternative 

system's heavier reliance on mechanical weed control operations. 

Comparing fuel cost on the basis of percentage of total cost, the 

rank is the same, with the fuel cost in the Alternative system 

making up 4.0\ of the total cost, the Conventional system's fuel 

cost making up 3.2%, and the Ridge Till system's fuel cost making 

up 3.0\. Since the Alternative system has the highest 

depreciation cost and the highest fuel cost, but haa the lowest 

total cost, it is evident that the Conventional and Ridge Till 

systems are incurring more expense in other areas. 

The Alternative system had the highest net return, at 

$34,138. The Conventional system had a net return of $20,926, 

and the Ridge Till system had a net return of $6,948. 

FSSII systems were comprised of different crop aixes than 

FSSI, and these differences had some impact on the costs and net 

returns. One difference is the emphasis on small grain crops in 

FSSII and the absence of corn in any rotation. Another 

difference is that a Minimwa Till systeJR is used in FSSII a• 

opposed to the Ridge Till systeJR used in FSSI. Aa with FSSI, all 

figures cited from FSSII are based on a hypothetical 800-acre 

farm. 
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Overall, the total costs for FSSII were less than FSSI. The 

Alternative system had the lowest total cost of $71,168. The 

Conventional system had a total cost of $93,867 and the Minimum 

Till had a total cost of $98,877. Once again, the Conventional 

system and the Minimum Till system have substantially higher 

total costs due in part to their reliance on commercial chemical 

inputs for pest control and fertility. 

In FSSII, the rank changed for depreciation costs. The 

Alternative system had the lowest depreciation cost, $9,740. 

Depreciation costs for the Conventional and Minimum Till systems 

were $12,897 and $11,750, respectively. Depreciation costs for 

the Alternative system were significantly lower due to the fact 

that, each year, 25\ of the acres in the Alternative system are 

planted to clover. The clover crop is not harvested, but rather 

tilled back into the soil as green manure. When depreciation 

cost as a percentage of total cost waa compared between the 

sy~ . ~s, it was found that depreciat~on costs for the Alternative 

system and the Conventional system made up the same percentage 

(13.7%) of their respective total costs. The .depreciation cost 

in the Minimum Till systems made up 11.9% of total costs. 

The practice of tilling the clover crop back into the soil 

as green manure in the Alternative system may also be a 

contributing factor in its low fuel cost, $2,612. Fuel coats for 

the Conventional system were $3,504 and they were $2,909 for the 

Minimum Till system. Fuel costs for the Alternative syate• and 

the Conventional system made up the same percentage (3.7\) of 
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total costs for their respective systems. Fuel cost for the 

Minimum Till system was 2.9\ of total costs. 

The Alternative and Conventional systems had positive net 

returns of $12,487 and $11,107, respectively. The Minimum Till 

system failed to cover all costs, having a negative net return of 

-$2,748. These low return figures may be attributed to the 

absence of corn and alfalfa hay from any of the rotations in 

FSSII. 

rara Diversity 

Machinery utilization is the next factor we examined in the 

study. Some of the equipment was either "overused" or 

"underused" in relation to the number of hours that were assumed 

for them in the machinery analysis for 1986-1992 compiled by 

David Becker and Kellie Koehne. 3 The criteria that was used to 

determine if a piece of equipment was "overused" or "underused" 

was if the actual hours of use was more than 25\ above or below 

the assumed use for a single piece of equipment. Table 3 shows 

which pieces of equipment were overused or underused for each 

system. The table also shows by what percentage each piece of 

equipment was overused or underused. Table 3 was derived by 

totaling the hours of use for· each piece of machinery for all 

crops in each system. Total hours for each piece of machinery 

were then compared to the assumed hours of use taken from the 

machinery analysis. If total hours were greater than 25\ over or 

3This machinery analysis was compiled in 1992 by David 
Becker and Kellie Koehne, former SDSU Economics Department 
Research Asssistants. 
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Tab'9 3. Undenleed 1nd Oven!Nd MKtlln!ry frw the Norm1llDd Study ti the Norttleut AHeerch St1tlon. 

UndeniMG ~ • FS81 

Actual Moure Al•umed Houre " of Aaumed Hour1 Left UnuMd 

M1chln!!I Alt CollW RT Alt Conw RT .u Conw RT 

Crill $7.al 72.• 72. .. 100 100 100 '2..91 %7.51 27.51 

!MW u.30 100 30.70 

Combine 11 l.H 180 35.70 

ChlaMPklw n.10 1 l.la2 53.119 100 100 100 24.90 111.0a 44.01 

2 2-.u 2•.11 50 50 50.M 50.M 

Fld. Cultivator SUI 100 '5.ZZ 

Swauw 21.22 21.22 75 75 sz.37 u...37 

Stalk SlvMd« 40S1 80 411..29 
Moldboard Plow 81.71 250 S7.30 

Ong Hal..- SLM 100 33..U 

OIM ~ 21.11 100 100 n.10 70.. 

UndanlMd ~ • FSSI 

Ac:tueJ Hourw Al1umed Hour1 " of Aseu!Md Hour Left Unu.ct 

M1chlnery Aa eon. MT Alt Conw MT .. c- MT 
Moldboard Plow 1'3.50 250 34AO 
Plans. 32.31 3LM 3LM so so so 4&.09 3Ll7 31.17 
RotatyHoe 65.13 100 :w.a 
Swather 47.az 75 l7.00 

Combine 12113 180 l1.IO 
RotatyU- 5&.02 100 31..Aa 
ChlaM Plow 17. '.: 7 1 l.la2 100 100 ~ .... 
01119~ 7'-13 SLM 22.11 100 100 100 25.17 . u..sa n.u 
Felt. Spl'Mder 24.U 24.U 50 50 SOM 50.M 
Fld. Culdwetor 5'.11 100 ..... 
OlaJr ZIL11 100 70.le 

~ M1ct:I,_., • FSSI 

Actual Houre A11umed Hour1 " Ovw A8eulMd Houl9 
2 Aa eo.w RT All Conw RT .. c- RT 

CWlht1tor 1'3..21 182.ot 100 100 '3.21 82..CIS 
Pl1nt8t 77.32 n.32 60 so 21.17 21.17 
Oraln Wagon 1'5.70 13&.IZ 100 100 41.70 31.G 

OvenlMd Madw..y • FSSll 

ActuaiHOU1'9 AnumedHourw "Ovw A-••d HoUf8 
Machinery Aa Conw RT Alt Conw RT .u c- MT 
Fld. CWUvator 13'..U 100 3'.AI 
Crill 1 .... 14'.81 100 100 ..... ..... 
Note: "Actua6 noure•.,.. baMG - ~ ._,._ 
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under the assumed hours, then the piece of machinery was 

considered overused or underused. The total hours of use are 

based on the "normalized" budgets. 

Timeliness of operations is a factor that must be considered 

when discussing machinery utilization. However, timeliness is 

not a consideration in Table 3. If too many operations must be 

completed during a certain time frame, then more tractors and 

labor will have to be employed to meet these requirements. 

The Alternative systems, with their diverse crop rotations, have 

the benefit of spreading their operations out over a longer time 

frame than the Conventional systems. Since the Alternative 

systems have more crops, each crop has less acreage, making it 

potentially easier to avoid time constraints. The reduced 

tillage (Ridge Till and Minimum Till) systems also have some 

advantage over the Conventional systems, due to the reduced 

number of tillage operations used in these systems. 

When the machinery operations for each system listed in the 

machinery analysis were scrutinized, it was decided that all of 

the systems could probably get by with three tractor•, and in 

some systems it would be feasible to assume that only two 

tractors are needed to perform the required machinery operations. 

The systems that could get by with two tractors include the Ridge 

Till system in FSSI and the Alternative system in FSSII. These 

systems are able to get by with two tractors because the Ridge 

Till system has fewer machine operations compared to the other 

systems, and the Alternative system in FSSII haa 25% of its acres 

11 



in clover that is tilled back into the ground, greatly reducing 

the amount of tractor hours for these systems. Farmers using the 

MinimWR Till system of FSSII could cover all of the necessary 

operations with two tractors, but the tractor use would be so 

inefficient in the terms of fuel consumption (because of tractor 

size) that it was decided that three tractors would be more 

reasonable. It was necessary to make sure that all of the 

possible bottlenecks that could occur during the cropping season 

could be accommodated by the reduced number of tractors. 

As the number of tractors decreases, the fixed costs also 

tend to decrease. This decrease in f1xed costs is slightly 

offset by increased machinery repairs. As fewer tractors are 

used, more hours are put on each tractor, resulting in higher 

machinery repair costs and a shorter life expectancy. Table 4 

shows a sensitivity analysis in which depreciation was decreased 

by St and lOt for each system and how these changes affect net 

returns. Table 4 shows that lowering depreciation costs in FSSI 

for any of the systems by st or 10% would undoubtedly improve 

their profitability, but the changes would not be sufficient to 

rearrange the profitability rankings. However, in FSSII, 

decreasing depreciation by 10\ in the Conventional systelll while 

leaving depreciation at the same level in the Alternative systea 

nearly equalizes the profitability for these systems. 

12 



Table 4. Machinery S.naH!vtty Analyse! for 5% and 1 O'lft Deere ... In Depreciation Coeta: NE Station. 

Sy.tem Normal Dep. Cost New Dep. Coat 
5% Depreciation Deere ... 

lncreaM In Net Return• 
FSSI: 
AJtematlv• 13,451 12,nst 673 
ConventJonaA 12,866 12,223 643 
Ridge Tiii 12,744 12, 107 637 

FSSll: 
AJternaUv• 9,740 9,253 487 
ConventlonaJ 12,897 12.253 645 
Minimum Tiii 11,750 11,163 588 

1 O'lft Depreciation o.cr .... 
Syatam Normal Dep. Co.t New Dep. Coat Iner .... In Net Return• 
FSSI: 
AJtemaUve 13,451 12,106 1,345 
ConventlonaA 12,866 11,580 1,287 
Ridge Tiii 12,744 11,470 1,274 

FSSll: 
AJtemaUv• 9,740 8,768 974 
Conventional 12,897 11,608 1,290 
Minimum Tiii 11 750 10 575 1175 

There is another cost that is affected by the reduction of the 

number of tractors. As the number of tractors is decreased, some 

machine operations will be taken over by the tractor that can 

best fulfill the horsepower requirements. This probably would 

lead to a reduction in fuel efficiency. For example, i~ a 125 hp 

tractor is used for a machine operation that oniy requires a 100 

hp tractor, then there is going to be some extra fuel consumption 

because the 125 hp uses 6.05 gallons of fuel per hour and the 100 

hp tractor uses 4.84 gallons of fuel per hour. We can assume 

that even though the 100 hp machine operation will not cause the 

125 hp tractor to use 6.05 gallons per hour, neither will the 125 

hp tractor be able to do the job with as little fuel as a 100 hp 

tractor could. It would be difficult to estimate the actual rate 

13 



of fuel consumption. Fuel consumption rates were taken from 

Allen (1986). 

Based on the tractor hours for the "normalized" budgets and 

gallons per hour figures taken from Allen (1986), Table 5 shows a 

worst-case scenario of reducing the number of tractors for each 

system by using the fuel consumption rate of a higher horsepower 

tractor performing a task that requires a tractor with less 

horsepower. Fuel data in Table 2 and Table 5 differ because 

Table 2 is based on data from the 1986-1992 N.E. Research Station 

budgets and Table 5 is based on tractor usage figures in the 

machinery analysis by Becker and Koehne that was ref erred to 

earlier. The systems have varying numbers of combinations of 

tractors that can be used, but the tractors shown in Table 5 

represent what is believed to be the fewest number of tractors 

necessary to complete all of the required machine operations. 

This analysis shows that the Alternative systems for FSSI and 

FSSII have· the highest increase in fuel use when fewer tractors 

are used. In FSSI, this occurred even though the number of 

tractors for the Alternative system was decreased by only two 

tractors and the number of tractors in the Ridge Till system was 

decreased by three tractors. This may be due to the fact that 

tne Alternative system machinery operations require more tractors 

with different horsepower ratings; therefore, a higher level of 

inefficiency may occur when machinery operations are performed 

with fewer tractors in that system. 
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TatM 5. Potential Fu .. UH Implication• Of Reductnq Tractor Number8: NE Station 

System 
AltemMJve: 
125 hp. 100 hp 
80 hp.IQ hp. 45 hp 

125 hp.IO hp 
and45hp 

Connntlonal: 
125 hp.,80 hp,70 hp 
80 hp, and 45 hp 

125 hp, 80 hp 
and45hp 

Ridge Ttn: 
125 hp.,80 hp,70 hp 
60 hp, and 45 hp 

125hp and IO hp 

System 
AltemaiNe: 
125 hp. 100 hp 
80 hp,60 hp. 45 hp 

125 hp and IO hp 

Conventional: 
125 hp.,80 hp,70 hp 
80 hp. and 45 hp 

125 hp, 70 hp 
and45hp 

Minimum Tiii: 
125 hp,100 hp,ao hp 
70 hp.,IO hp. and 45 hp 

125 hp,60 hp, and 45 hp 

Fuel Coeta ($) 

3,250 

2.071 

2.111 

2.491 

Fuel Co•ta ($) 

1,&19 

2,302 

2.480 

2.593 

1,924 

2,097 

FSSI 

FSSll 

lncr .... ln 
Fuel Costa ($) 

211 

330 

lncr .... ln 
Fuel Co.ta($) 

113 

172 
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Bconoai•• of Si•• 

Economies of size must also be taken into account when 

comparing the different systems. Conventional f arms tend to be 

larger than alternative farms in terms of tota l acreage. Also, 

conventional farms tend to have fewer crop enterprises; 

consequently, a larger percent of the acreage is devoted to each 

crop. Economies of size exist when fixed costs are spread over a 

greater number of acres, thereby lowering per acre fixed costs. 

In FSSI, the Alternative system is clearly more profitable 

than the Conventional system when depreciation cost are assumed 

to be spread over the same number of acres, regardless of system. 

We can do a sensitivity analysis to see how much the depreciation 

cost for the Alternative system would have to increase to drop 

the profitability of that .system to the level of profitability of 

the Conventional system. In order for the two systems to be 

equally profitable, the depreciation cost for the Alternative 

system would need to increase by 98\. 

Soil Tilth 

Since there is no research currently being done with soil 

tilth at the Northeast farm, we made an assumption about the 

relationship between soil tilth and fuel requirements based on 

research on soil tilth performed on the Madison farms. 4 Since 

the Alternative systems may have a lower level of soil strength, 

4soil strength information was obtained from Alternative 
Farming Systems Project Cooperator studies conducted by 
Schumacher, et al (1992). Soil strength was measured in MPa 
using a cone penetrometer. 
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we conducted a sensitivity analysis to determine the effects this 

increased soil tilth might have on the net returns of the 

Alternative systems. In the sensitivity analysis shown in Table 

6, fuel costs · for the Alternative systems were decreased by 5% 

and 10%. This reduction in fuel costs also was transformed into 

decreases in direct cost·s and consequent increases in net 

returns. These decreases in the fuel costs for the Alternative 

systems in FSSI and FSSII have very little impact on the relative 

profitabilities of the different systems, since the Alternative 

systems' profitability are increased only by small amounts, and 

they already have the highest profitability in both sets of 

comparisons. 

Table 8. Fu• Sens!t!vtty Analy!ls BaMd on lncrHMd Soll TlHh for the AHematlve Sy!tems at NE R....rch St8tlon. 

5% 0ecr ... 1n Fuel Co.I 
Systam Normal Fuel Co.I New Fuel Cost Iner .... In Net Returns 
FSSl:.AlternlllNe 3,710 3,524 197 

FSSll:AlterNl!Ne 2,812 2,481 138 

10% Deer .... In Fuel Co.I 
S'f!t•m Normal Fuel Co.I New Fuel Co.I Iner .... In Net Returns 
FSSI~ 3,710 3,339 393 

FSSll:AHernatlve 2,812 2,351 
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Madison rara cast A11alyse1 

overview of xachinery U•• and coat• 

The two farms involved with the study at Madison permitted 

us to examine another set of contrastinq farminq systems. 

The first component that we will look at is the machinery 

inventories for the two different farms. Tables 7 and 8 show the 

machinery inventories for each farm. Some of the machinery 

inventory is livestock-related. The economic data did not 

include livestock in the profitability of the systems. These 

machinery inventories are based upon information provided by the 

farmers in 1989; some chanqes in their machinery inventories 

could have occurred by 1991, the "typical" year used for our 

analysis. 

The Alternative farmer owns a total of 41 pieces of 

equipment, as compared to the 25 pieces listed by the 

Conventional farmer. Some of each farmer's machinery is shared 

with others (relatives); also, there may be some machinery items 

owned by relatives that they have access to, but are not included 

in these inventories. The differences between these two 

machinery inventories extends past the number of machines for 

each farm. Only 9 of the 41 pieces of machinery on the 

Alternative farm were purchased new, while 12 of the 25 _piecea of 

equipment on the Conventional farm were purchased new. Another 

interestinq fact is that, on the Alternative farm, 29 of th• 32 

pieces of equipment that were purchased used were 10 or more 
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Table 7 MKhlne "-'lory for AllerMtlw Fal"lll at Mad'-

ITEM MAKE MODEL SIZE YEAR BOUGH NEW OR USE AGE SPECIAL FEATURES 

TRACTORS JD 3020 7CMOH.P. 1984 USED 20 yre. DIESEL 

JD 4020 95-100 H.P. 1;a1 USED 1, yre. DIEHL 
JD 4230 10().110 H.P. 1981 USED 1, yre. DIESIL 

IH H SOH.P. 1981 USED 32vra. GAS 
• JD 44'0 135+ H.P. 1971 NEW - DIEHL 

~UCKS 

FARM IH 1$00 1981 USED 13 yre. NO BOX OR HOtST 

PICKUP CHEVY C-'O 1;a7 USED 19 yre. ORAVITY BOX MOUNTED 

CHEVY 4WD 198' USED 5 yre. HAULS UVUTOCK 
GMC :ZWD 1987 USED 10 yre. ODD JOU 

WAOON M&.W GRAIN 250 bu. 1981 USED 10 yre. 

CHISEL MORAIS 13' 1983 USED 12 yre. UMITEDUU 
with_,,. JD 1800 1S' 1971 NEW - FAU. PLOWING 

TANDEM DISK KRAUSE ROCK-FU:X 20' 1987 NEW - HARROW MOUNTED 

ROTARYHOI! JD 20' 19111 USED 13 yre. 

FIELD CULTIVATOR IH 15' 1987 USED 10-. DAAQS PUU..ED BEHIND 

wtthh•~ IH 11' 1983 USED 10 - DAAQS PUU..ED BEHIND 

ORDINARY PRIESS ORIU. JD GRAIN DRIU. 15' 1911 USED 20- GRAa IUD ATTACHMENT 

ROWPUNTeA JD 7000 4-AOW 1987 USED 10 yre. 
ROW CULTIVATOR IH 153 4-AOW 1982 USED 12-. GETS USED A LOT 

MANURE SPREADER NEW IDEA 1981 USED 12 yre.. 

BALERS MASSEY SQ.BAL.EA 1981 USED 20vr.. 
NEWHOU.AHO .... ROUND BAL.EA 1981 USED 5yw:9. MAKES aoo.100 L8. BALE9 

COM BINI! JD 6600 1981 USED 13"'9. DIU& STRAW CHOPPER 

SWATHER VERSATILE 15' 1981 USED ,,_ 
MOWERS IH SICKU! 9' 1918 USED 15 yre. 

JO ROTARY I' 1981 NEW -
RAKE NEWHOU.AHD I' 1981 USED 20Vl'L 

OTHIER8 

BNnHNd 1981 USED 15"'9. 

ComHMd 1981 USED 10-. 

Grtndw.fMd NEWHOU.AHD 198' USED 15 yre. 

Grain 1uaeMn1ci: FETERL zr 1987 NEW -
Swather traneport 1981 USED 11,... 

Load• JD 141 1985 USED 15 yre. 

Running;..,. 21/2 TON 1981 USED 20-
3 pt. b!Ade JD r 1982 NEW -
Sloek trailer DELTA I' x 11' 1911 NEW -
Bale elevator JD 20' 1981 USED 10 yre. 

Pfcln.IDHHd JD s belt 1982 USED 15-. 

Drag FETERL 7SECTION 32' 1982 NEW -
Tractor JD 4010 90H.P. 1981 NEW - DIB& .. Mlee ·-h6r -- ·~ 
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Tabte I. Medllne ~ts Conw•1dol1M ,.,. .. ed 

ITCM MAKE MODEL SIZE YEAR BOUQH NEW OR USE AOI! SPECIAL FEATURES 

TRACTORS CASE-'H 339' 170 H.P. 19H USED I momn. 
JO ...... 130 H.P. 1981 NEW -
JO 4430 120H.P. 1975 USED 2 yrs. 

mucKS IHC 1710 2TON 1917 USED 12 Yl"L 

IHC 1600 2TON 1971 USED I yrs. 
CHEVY cso 2TON 1971 USED 10yrL 

CHEVY K10 1i2TON 1985 NEW 

CHEVY IC20 31• TON 1Q80 USED 1 w. 

CHEVY IC20 31• TON 1911 NEW 

WACJONS 

Ql'IYlly ••VCNI SOOSUILT 200 SU. 19U usm 
Sli.oe dump wa9Cll"" SAM &TONS 1971 NEW 

CHIS& MOAIU 11' 19U USED 1w. 

OISKCHIS!L JD 712 13' 1911 NEW 

TANDEM DISK . KRAUS I 1900 21' 1913 NEW 

SOIL FINISHER KRAUSI 312U 2•' 19M NEW 

ORD. PREU DAI~ QREAT Pl.A.INS 20' 1981 NEW I INCH SPAQNQ: FERT. 

ROWPUHTVI . IHC 800 12x3G" 1917 usm 2-. STAR'T'IR ,..,..,., 

ROW CULT1VATC.. • IHC 113 12x3G" 1917 NEW ~ NITAOGeH APP\.. KIT 

SPRAYER 

SELi PROPILL.ED FORD F2SO 50' BOOM MAOEIN'U RAVEN "°MONITOR 
400QAL. 

MANUAi SPR!.ACl!lt BAL..ZEA 1eo au. 1981 USID 2.,... 

COM81NI - IHC 1'80 19U usm , w. 
JD 5.Q IROW 19M usm 2w.. 

B!AHHEAO IHC 1020 20' 1911 NEW 

SILAQI C\JlTEA • JD 39'0 3ROW 1911 NEW 

SWA'Tl1ER • ~m..a 'OCl 11' 1971 NEW 

• • a~na&M pw • =rnonnry- Dy a..-..-
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years old at the time of the purchase. On the Conventional farm, 

only 2 of the 13 pieces of used equipment were 10 years or older 

at the time of purchase. This information leads us to believe 

that the Conventional farm is operating with a newer machinery 

base. These differences open the possibility that in our budgets 

based on economic engineering estimates, the Alternative farm 

machinery depreciation costs may sometimes have been overstated, 

but the machinery repair cost may have been underestimated. 

Conversely, the Conventional farm budgets may sometimes have 

overstated repair costs, but understated machinery . depreciation 

costs. 

Figures for the Madison farms will be presented differently 

than those for the Northeast Station in our comparison ·of fixed, 

variable, and total costs. The Northeast Station studies assumed 

that all of the systems were based on 800 acres, but the 

"typical" year for the Madison farms has differing numbers of 

acres (Conventional farm = 1030 acres vs. Alternative farm a 806 

acres). Therefore, Table 9 compares the total, depreciation, and 

fuel costs on a per acre basis. Table 9 data was taken from 1991 

budgets. 

Table 9. Costs for Farming Systems Study at Madison, SD. 

Alt 

conv 

Total Cost 

$124 

$164 

Total Dep. 

$17 

$15 

Total fµel 

$4 

$3 

Net Income 

$40 

$68 

h re baa1's Thay are . for Note: All figures are s own on a per ac - • 
the year 1991. 
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The total per acre cost of all inputs, including land, for 

the conventional farm was $164 per acre, as compared to $124 per 

acre for the Alternative farm. As with the Farming Systems study 

at the Northeast Research Station, the Conventional farm's use of 

chemical fertilizer and herbicide inputs was the main reason for 

the higher total cost on the Conventional farm. 

When comparing the depreciation costs on a per acre basis, 

the Alternative farm had the higher costs, $17 per acre, compared 

to $15 per acre for the Conventional farm. We can also look at 

depreciation cost as a percentage of total cost. The Alternative 

farm depreciation cost made up 13% of the total cost, while the 

Conventional farm depreciation cost made up 9% of the total cost. 

These percentages show that there are other costs, e.g., for 

fertilizer and herbicide inputs, that are contributing to the 

total cost. 

When fuel cost was compared on a per acre basis, the 

Conventional farm had the lower fuel cost, $3 per acre, compared 

to $4 per acre for the Alternative farm. On the Conventional 

farm, fuel cost made up 2% of the total cost and on the 

Alternative farm it made up 3% of the total cost. 

~ara Diveraity 

When machinery utilization was examined for the Madia.on 

farms, we used the same criteria that were used to study 

machinery utilization on the Northeast Research Station. 

Economic engineering assumptions about machinery on each farm 

were used, rather than the actual machinery inventory on each 
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hours of use for a piece of machinery were greater than 25\ above 

or below the assumed hours, then that piece of machinery was 

designated as "overused" or "underused". Table 10 lists the 

underused and overused pieces of machinery, based on this 

criteria. 

Table 10 shows that the Conventional farm has 11 pieces 

machinery that were underused, while the Alternative farm has 

pieces of underused machinery. Both farms had two pieces of 

machinery that were overused. Underused machinery may be 

overstated since it may shared with a relative. 

Tai* 10. Undenleed and OwNMd Madlln«y for the Study at Madl90n, 80 . 

UnderlNdM .... , • Madieoft ,.,.. 

of 

6 

Actual Houre Anumed Houre " of Aaaumed Howe LtlA UnuMd 
Machinery All Comr All COftv All COM 
OriU ea.a 100 33.9 
a.'9r 58.211 3&.M 100 100 40.71 U.1• 
eo.bllw 120.21 180 33.11 
ChlMiPlow 41.92 100 58.0I 
Fert. SprMd9r 1.21 50 13.48 
SwatMr 47.11 '2..50 70 75 32.7 a 
DBgHanow 11.58 100 13.41 
Ciak :U.12 100 71.11 
SoM FlrMeti.r 32.IM 100 17.GI 
AnhydnM19 Appliclllar 29.07 eo SUI 
No-TIU Cril 9.10 100 90.I 
Cultlvatar '2.85 100 57.11 
Fotage~ 12.81 50 74.at 
FotageWagam 17.M 50 .... 
SlcldeU- 10.19 50 71.&a 

Actu.I Houre Anumed Houre "Ovw Anulwed Houre 
Machinery All Comr All c- All c-
CriU 134.87 100 36" 
Cultlvatar 212.11 100 213" 
Gl'lllnWap 141.SI 281.38 100 100 50" 281" 
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Table A-3 and Table A-4 show acres of use and machine hours 

for the machines in the Alternative and Convent ional systems, 

respectively. The total hours of tractor use is not the same as 

total machine hours listed on Annex Tables A-3 and A-4, since 

these f iqures include machine hours for self propelled implements 

such as the combine, swather, etc •. When these hours were 

deducted from the total hours, the Conventional farm had a total 
/ 030~ 

of 768 tractor hours and the Alternative farm had a total of 

1,075 tractor hours. 
'iJ'Db~ 

Bconomie• of Size 

Economies of size do not appear to have much impact on the 

level of utilization between the farms. The Conventional farm 

cropped 1,030 acres in 1992 and also the "typical" year (1991). 

The Alternative farm cropped 806 acres in 1992 and also the 

"typical" year. Even though the Alternative farm has fewer 

cropped acres than the Conventional farm, the Alternative farm 

may have better machinery utilization than the Conventional farm 

in terms of number of acres used. This may be attributed to the 

fact that the Alternative farm must rely more heavily upon 

machinery operations for weed control, so some machines may be 

used for several operations rather than just one operation. This 

led to the Alternative farm covering 6,924 acres with all of the 

machine operations, while the Conventional farm covered 5,733 

acres. These numbers show the reason that the Alternative farm 

may have more complete utilization of machinery. 
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Since the Alternative farm may have a higher level of 

machinery utilization, we can do some sensitivity analysis to 

examine the effects of decreased depreciation cost on the 

relative profitability of the two systems. Table 11 shows the 

effects of lowering depreciation cost for the Alternative system 

by st and 10% and the resulting change in net income. As 

expected, lowering the depreciation cost increases net income, 

but not nearly enough to make the Alternative farm as profitable 

as the Conventional farm. 

Soil Tilth 

Tom Schumacher (see previous footnote 4) of the SDSU Plant 

Science Department has been doing studies on these farma and has 

found that the Alternative farm has a lower soil strength, which 

is a characteristic of greater soil tilth, than the Conventional 

farm. Sensitivity analysis can be performed to determine the 

effects of possibly lower fuel cost due to greater soil tilth on 

the Alternative farm. Table 12 shows the effects of a st and a 

10% drop in fuel cost for the Alternative farm. As with the 

depreciation costs, reducing the fuel cost for the Alternative 

farm will increase the net income, but the profitability ia still 

much greater on the Conventional farm. 
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Teble 11. SWtttvt!Y Anei'f!!! of 5% ind 10% Deer .... In Deprec:tatton Cost8: Mldleon Finne. 

Al&MnllNe 
Per Kt• 

Convendonl6 
Per acre 

Altetn&UM 
Per Kt• 
Con,,... ... 
Perecn 

Norm1I Dep. Coet 

17.07 

15..20 

Norm1I Oep. Co• 

17.07 

15..20 

5% Deprectetlon OecrMM 
N- Oep. Co.a Iner .... In Net Retume 

16.22 o.as 

14.44 0.71 

10% Depnc!!t!on Deen•• 

15.38 1.71 

13.58 1.52 

T1ble 12. Fuel s.n.H!vtty Ana!y!!! Bued on lncrHMd Son Tiith for the Altemallve Fenn .. 111 .. an. SD. 

System 
Alternative 
Per acre 

System 
Alternative 
Per •er• 

Norm1I Fuel Cost 

Norm•I Fuel Coet 

4.34 
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5% 0ec:r .... 1n Fuel Co.a 
H- Fuel Co.a Iner .... In Net Retum• 

4.11 0..22 

10% o.c:r ... In Fuel Co.a 
N- Fuel Coet Iner._. In Net Retum. 

3.88 0.48 



SnmmarY and Conclusions 

The two systems at the Northeast Research Station were 

quite dissimiiar. In FSSI, the Alternative system had the 

highest total, depreciation, and fuel costs. The Alternative 

system also had the highest level of profitability. In FSSII, 

the Alternative system had the lowest total, depreciation, and 

fuel cost. The profitability was nearly equal for the 

Alternative and Conventional systems. 

The type of crops included in the rotation seemed to have 

the most impact on the differences between the systems. In 

FSSII, the Alternative system had 25% of the acres planted to a 

mixture of red clover and sweet clover that was tilled back into 

the soil as green manure. This may have been the reason that the 

costs (total, depreciation, fuel) for the Alternative system were 

significantly lower in FSSII compared to FSSI. The profitability 

was nearly equal for the Alternative and Conventional systems in 

FSSII. 

The farms in the Madison study were compared on a per acre 

basis. Total and depreciation costs were greater on the 

Conventional farm. Net income was also higher for the 

Conventional farm. Fuel costs for the Alternative farm were 

higher than for the Conventional farm. 

In comparing costs for farming systems in the two different 

agro-climatic study areas, we see that the Madison farminq system 

costs were similar to the costs incurred by the respective 
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Alternative and Conventional systems in FSSI at the Northeast 

Research Station. This supports the conclusion that crop 

rotation has an effect on the costs incurred by each system, 

since the crop rotations for the Alternative and the Conventional 

systems in FSSI and the farming systems in the Madison study are 

At both study locations, it is apparent that machinery 

utilization and soil tilth could have an impact on the net 

returns for each system, but in this ~tudy it does not appear to 

have much effect on the relative profitability of the different 

systems. After more studies are done on how fixed and variable 

costs can be affected by machinery use for different systems, 

then other, more precise assumptions may be used for sensitivity 

analyses. 
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Tabla A-1. Typical Crop Production Practices in FS~I at NE 
·aesearch station. 

System!~ 
Alternate 
Corn: 

Soybeans: 

Oats/ alfalfa: 

Alfalfa: 

Conveotionai 
Corn: 

Soybc::ins: 

Spring Whc:it: 

Ridge-till 
Corn: 

Sovbeans: 

Spring Whe.:u: 

Cultural Practices 

Spring tooth harrow, field cultivate with harrow. plant, rotary hoe twice. 
cultivate twice. fall chisel plow (w/sweepsJ. 

Spring tooth harrow. field cultivate w/harrow, plant. rotary hoe twice. 
cultivate twice. 

Disk w/harrow, packer behind drill, apply manure in fall (2.5 Toni A-dry 
wt.) 

3 cuttings, fall chisel plow and field cultivate. 

Field cultivate w1harrow. plant. apply 64 lb N, ~ lb PzO,, band Lasso II at 
7 lb. cultivate twice. fall disk. 

Apply Trerlan 1.5-: pt, disk twice and harrow, piant. cultivate twice. 

Field cultivate w/harrow. drill. apply 72 lb N, · 7 lb PzO,, spray Hoelon 2 pt 
plus Buctril l pt, or ~CPA l pt. fall moldboard plow. 

Ridge plant. apply 70 lb N. ~ lb PzO,, , band I assn II at 7 lb. ridge 
cultivate twice. post-emerge spray with Banvel 0.5 pt or Bw:ail 1 pt, shred 
stalks . 

. Gramoxone 1.5 pt. ridge plant. band Lasso II at 7 lb. cultivate twice. post
emcrge spray with Blazer 1.5 pt. or Poast 1-1.5 pt or Pursuit 4 oz and 
Pinnacle 0.15 oz. or Cobra 15 oz. 

Field cultivate. hoe drill. apply 83 lb N, 7 lbs P20~, spray with Hoelon 2 pt 
plus Buctril 1 pt or MCPA 1 pt, fall spray Rounciup 1 qt (2 yrJ, fall chisel 
plow (w/sweeps). 

Average S~ing Rates: corn 18.900 seecis/A. soybean 1.1 bu/A. spring wheat 71 lbslA. om 
57 lb/ A. alfalfa 9.5 lb/ A. The herbicides appiied over the 7-year penod varied from year to 
year. particularly in the reduced-till systems. :.nd products listed inci:.ide all of the materials 
appiiea from 1986-1992. Rates. listea are acruai/ A. The fertilizer rateS also varied from 
year to ye3r. and rates listed are the aver:ige for the 7-year period. Phosphorous and bmded 
herbicides were applied at planting. Nitrogen ienilizer was applied : :o 3 weeia post-plant • 
.\fast SD solis arc naturaily high in plant-available potassium. and no powsium iertilizer was 
applied. All row crops were planted in J6-incn rows. The spring tooth harrow was used 
early prepiant in the Alt corn and soybe.:ins to ~:1mui:ite e.:irly weed $eed germination prior to 
the rinal pre?tant tillage oper:iuon. · 
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Table A-2. Typical crop Production Practices in FSSII at NE 
Research Station. 

System/~ 

Alternate 
Oats/ Claver. 

Clover: 

Soybeans: 

Spring Wheat: 

Conventional 
Soybeans: 

Spring V.neat: 

Barley: 

Minimum-nn 
Sovbeans: 

Spring Wheat: 

Barley: 

Cyltural Practices 

Fie.Id cultivate w/harrow, packer behind drill. 

Mow, chisel plow (w/swecps), field cultivate. 

Spring tooth harrow. field cultivate w/harrow, plant, rotary hoe twice. 
cultivate twice. 

Field cultivate w/harrow, drill. rotary hoe once. fall chisel plow 
(w/sweeps). 

Apply Treflan 1.5-2 pt, disk twice and harrow, plant. cultivate twice. 

Field cultivate wlharrow. drill. apply 62 lb N. 7 lb P20,, spray with 
Hoclon l pt plus Buctril l pt. or MCPA 1 pt or Bucuil 1 p~ fall moldboard 
plow. 

Field cultivate w/harrow, drill. apply 21 lb N, 7 lb P20,, spray with 
MCPA 1 pt, Buctril l pt, or Hoelon 1 pt, fall moldboard plow. 

Plant. pre-emerge spray with Lasso 3 qt or band Lasso II 7 lb. post~merge 
spray with Poast 1.5 pt. or Blazer 1.5 pt, or Pursuit 4 oz and Pinnac:le 0.2.S 

. oz. or Cobra 15 oz. fall spray w/Roundup 1 qt ( 1 yr). 

Spring tooth harrow. apply 82 lb N. 7 lb P20,, hoe drill. spray with Heelan 
2 pt plus Buctril 1 pt or MCP A l pt. fall spray w1 Roundup 1 qt (2 yr), fall 
chisel plow (w/swecps). 

Field cultivate. hoe drill. apply 51 lb N, 7 lb P20,, spray with Hoelon 2 pt 
plus MCP A 1 pt, or Bronate 1 pt, or MCP A 1 pt. fall apply Roundup 1 
qt ( 1 yr), fall chisel plow (w/sw~s). 

Average seeding rates: Soybeans 1.1 buiA. spring wheat 71 lb/A, barley 58 lb/A, oats 57 
tb/ A. swe::~ c!over :5 lb/ A. red c!over .! ib/ A. i-ierbicides applied varieci from year to year. 
and produc:.s listed include all of those used from 1986-1992. Rates listed are actual/ A. 
Fertilizer ntes are the aver.ige for the i-ye:JI perioci. 
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Table A-3. Madison Farm Altematlve System Machinery Utilization Analy!ls ·Yearly Total 

AcrMof Machine Machine Aaaumed 
Implement u .. Hra/Ac Houra Houra 

Dr99 Harrow (24 ') 179 0.092M 18.59 100 
Dlak(17') 973 0.12181 118.52 100 
Planter (6-fow) 433 0.18178 70.04 60 
DrlU (10') 219 0.30331 68.42 100 
Rotary Hoe (20') 868 0.10855 94.00 100 
CultJyatOf' (6-fow) 1118 0.19044 212.91 100 
SW81hef (18.5') 399 0.11809 47.11 75 
Raking Wh ... (18') 564 0.11317 63.83 80 
BaJer (Lg. Rd.) • 1 at cutting 194 0.14933 28.97 . 
Baler (Lg. Rd.) • 2nd cutting 138 0.11000 15.18 I· 100 
Baler (Lg. Rd.) • 3rd cutting 138 0.10933 15.09 . 
Bale fMk (1 at cutting) 194 0.22400 43.441 
Bale Fork (2nd cutting) 138 0.16500 'n-77 
Bale fork (3rd cutting) 138 0.18400 'n-83 
Combine (6-fow) 581 0.20522 120.21 180 
ChiMI Plow (15') 250 0.18768 41.92 100 
Flald CultJyatOf' (171 592 0.16804 99.441 100 
Grain Wagon (260 bu.) Oata 109 0.21153 23.oe . 
Grain Wagon (260 bu.) Soybeena 227 0.10808 24.53 I· 100 
Grain Wagon (260 bu.) Corn 206 0.46538 95.87 I 
Grain Wagon (260 bu.) Wheat 70 0.08846 8.11 . 
Sldde Mower (9') 231 0.22634 52.28 50 

Total Machine Hour•··········-···········-- 1,242.84 
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Table A-4. Medlson F1rm Conventlonel S)'!tem Mechlnery UtlllZ11tlon Anelyale. YHrly Total. 

Acrnof Machine Mechlne Auumed 
Implement u .. Hrs/Ac Hours Hours 

FertlllzM SprNder 160 0.05183 8.26 50 
SoU Finisher 460 0.07160 32.94 100 
Diak (17') 198 0.12181 24.12 100 
Anhydroua Applicator 220 0.13212 29.07 60 
Planter (6-row) 445 0.16176 71.98 60 
DrlU (10') 445 0.30331 134.97 100 
No-Tiii/Hoe pr ... drlll 60 0.15165 9.10 100 
Cultlvetor (6-row) 225 0.19044 42.85 100 
Swether (16.5') 360 0.1180I 42.50 75 
Beier (Lg. Round) 1st cutting 100 0.14933 14.93 . 
Beier (Lg. Round) 2nd cutting 100 0.11000 11.00 I· 100 
Beier (Lg. Round) 3td cutting 100 0.10933 10.93 . 
BaJe Fork (1st cutting) 100 0.22400 22.40 
Sele Fork (2nd cutting) 100 0.16500 18.50 
BaJe Fork (3td cutting) 100 0.16400 18.40 
Sprey• 905 0.13552 122.65 100 
Combine (6-row) 880 0.20522 180.51 160 
For•g• Harveet• 25 0.51528 12.88 50 
For•g• Wegon 25 0.71429 17.88 50 
Grein Wegon (260 bu.) Com 420 0.48892 204.51 . 
Grein Wegon (260 bu.) Soybeena 400 0.16270 65.0I I· 100 
Grein Wegon (260 bu.) Barley 60 0.19615 11.77 . 
Sldde Mower (9') 45 0.22634 10.11 50 

Total Machin• Hours .••••••.••.••••.•. _ •• 1,113.47 
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